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Finding great wallpaper and backgrounds for your Android device isn't all that difficult. There are a ton of applications that can do this task. In addition, a simple Google image search can also show you some unique options. The trick is to find apps that work best for you and find the kind of material you

want to see. Let's take a quick look at the best backgrounds and wallpapers for Android apps! We also recommend NASA's official app for some excellent space wallpaper. AbstructRedditResplashSphaeraTapetPrice: Free/$1.99Abstruct is one of the new wallpaper apps on the list. This is Hampus Olsson,
designer for all the wallpapers on OnePlus phones. It has different abstract wallpapers in different colors. There are about 300 backgrounds in total, and they are all in 4K resolution as well. We expect more to hit the app as time passes. It's also a great way to get all the wallpaper from OnePlus devices
without buying one. The premium version goes for $1.99.RedditPrice: Free/$2.99 per month/$29.99 per yearReddit is one of the surprisingly good wallpaper apps. There are subreddits with tons of decent wallpaper selection in multiple resolutions. The site also has a search for faster and simpler results.
Most Reddit users post images on Imgur. This makes Imgur a decent app for wallpaper as well. It may take a bit to find good things. However, there are a lot of great things here. In addition, the main Reddit accounts are free. You can get more features with Reddit Gold. We recommend
r/ultrahdwallpapers, r/wallpapers-wallpapers, r/wallpaper, and r/WQHD_Wallpaper for some really good things. It's also a great option for devices with certain screen styles like The Samsung Kick Hole. ResplashPrice: Free/up to $10.99Resplash is one of the new wallpaper apps. It's a great source of
wallpaper photography. The app boasts over 100,000 wallpapers with new wallpapers every day (or so they say). The user interface is decent and easy to use. Photos are more than high enough resolution for any phone screen. It even comes with some light settings features like dark mode and different
layout options. There are some parts that could be better, but this is a very positive experience in general. It's also great for photography lovers. SphaeraPrice: $0.99Sphaera is one of the most unique wallpaper apps. This allows you to take a segment of the map and paint it to fit your home screen. You
can use maps mainly from anywhere in the world, including your hometown. In addition, the app has over 30 seats to choose from if you want something like this. Each wallpaper generates up to 4k resolution and you can change the colors to your style. Yes, it also includes AMOLED black as an option.
Recent updates have also added a feature of live wallpaper if you want it. The app works for $0.99 up front, but has no other Purchase. TapetPrice: Free /Up to $19.99Tapet is one of the most unique wallpaper apps. He doesn't come with a choice to choose from. Instead, you choose design and colors.
The app makes wallpaper of your choice. It's a great way to get the good, minimal wallpaper in the colors you want. It also comes with Muzei support, download function and more. The app uses the screen resolution of your device to customize the quality. It helps to get guesses. Either way, it's really
good. Vectorify da homePrice: FreeVectorify yes home is another unique wallpaper app. It uses vector graphics for clean, colorful wallpaper. Basically, you choose a style, choose a color scheme, and the app generates wallpaper. The wallpaper is high-resolution and there are some fun little designs. The
process is also simple and there is a bit of customization as well. In addition, the app itself comes with a light and dark mode for your viewing pleasure. It's totally free and easily one of the best wallpaper apps. Wallpaper from GooglePrice: FreeWallpapers from Google is a worthy wallpaper app. It has a
small but decent selection of wallpapers. The app has other features, including a separate lock screen and home screen wallpaper, an automatic set feature for new wallpapers every day, and more. The app has a few bugs. Also, his collection is not so great. However, it has some really high quality stuff.
It's also completely free without advertising or in-app purchases. WalliPrice: Free with in-app purchasesWalli is another great wallpaper app. It has a bunch of unique works from various independent artists. You can find all kinds of things here. Some of the popular things include word backgrounds,
abstract things, fantasy themes, and people. The app includes a simple layout, categories for easy viewing, and more. It is also a good place for artists to promote their benefits. You can find a lot of really unique things here that you just can't find elsewhere. You can also pay for things to support artists.
WalPPrice: Free (with ads)WalP is a fun wallpaper app. It includes various stock wallpapers from a bunch of OEMs. It boasts collections from Samsung, Sony, Android shares, Oppo, and about two dozen other brands. You just open the app, surf through, and find the wallpaper you want. The app itself
has a light and dark theme for your viewing preferences along with a blur filter, saturation filter, push notifications for new wallpaper and an automatic shifter if you want something different every day. It seems to have hit all the right notes and worked well in our testing. WalpyPrice: Free /$1.99Walpy
another new wallpaper app on this list. It has a bunch of great wallpapers in pretty high resolution. However, this app also changes your wallpaper at different points in the day. It's This. rely on timers, like most. Instead, it waits for the phone to charge or on WiFi to change the background. There is a lot of
variety. However, Walpy is mostly photography, so you won't find abstract stuff or anything like that here. It's a neat solution with some decent choices. Bonus: Google SearchPrice: FreePerhaps is the easiest wallpaper app Google Search. You're just looking for what you want. The plus is that you can get
creative with searching and find basically everything you want. The downside is that you have to get creative to find good things at all. There is a lot of fluff when it comes to wallpaper and backgrounds and Google Search doesn't filter anything. Either way, we recommend you start with Google Search or
finish with it if none of these other wallpaper apps do the trick. Bonus: Hidey HolePrice: FreeHidey Hole is a wallpaper app specifically for Samsung Galaxy S10, S10 Plus and S10e devices. He sourced his wallpaper from a subreddit with a bunch of wallpapers specially designed to cut out the camera on
display. It works with both a single and double cutout camera and you can sort for anyone specifically. You can also slightly change the images, apply them directly from the app, or download them for later. It only supports three devices, so it didn't make the full list. However, owners of the Galaxy S10
series should definitely try this one. If we missed any of the best backgrounds and wallpaper apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! The frustrating problem with any smartphone is the battery that drains faster than you expect.
Having recharged for a day after a full charge at night is always a sad feeling. Maybe you've also noticed your device slowing down, too. Problems often have the same cause. Background apps can use your battery and resources. Some applications may not be very well optimized, some may be
malware, or some may just have an error. Don't be afraid! Turning off these rogue background apps just takes a bit of know-how. Some of these step-by-step guides will be very familiar if you are a power user, but we hope there is much to learn for everyone. Either way, the first step is to identify any
problems and stop these unwanted background applications. The latest version of Android has great power management features that place restrictions on background apps and therefore extend your phone's battery life. One is called Adaptive Battery, which uses machine learning to figure out which
apps you'll be using in the next few hours and which ones you don't use later, if at all today. Based on usage patterns, it places each app in one of the app's five backup buckets: Active, Working Set, Frequent, Rare, and Never. Each of these buckets has its limitations on the amount of resources it
contains can use. To put put Simply, the app placed in the Never bucket is almost never used, so the system will restrict access to resources such as the processor. This means that it will use a smaller battery. On the other hand, apps in buckets, such as Active, are the ones you use the most and get full
access to the system's resources, so you can expect to get all your notifications on time. The process is automatic and dynamic, which means that the system learns the usage pattern over time and moves applications from one bucket to another accordingly. Check out what drains youBattery: Because
battery life is so important, it's well controlled by your Android OS. To take a look at power-absorbing apps, just go to the battery settings of the battery. You'll get a list of exact two decimal points of what drains your battery. Depending on your device and software, apps will be divided into system or nonsystem applications, or hardware and software, for example, with this Huawei phone: The more you use certain apps, the higher they will sit on the list. Look for any apps you don't recognize using more than a tiny percentage of your battery. Any app using more than a few percent is worth a look at saving five percent here or four percent there will add up. All that google app or service probably has nothing to worry about and just a natural part of using Android and Google Mobile Services.RAM: Using developer options, you can also check which apps dominate the phone's limited memory, or RAM.
It is possible that the app doesn't use much battery life, but when you're only running with 2GB of RAM and the app you're not using takes up a few hundred MB, which leaves you lacking free memory. You can check it out in a few different ways, but here's a sure-looking winner who works in Android Pie,
Oreo, and below: Go to the settings of the zgt; system qgt; about the phone. Scroll down and find the build number, then tap it seven times. This will allow the developer's settings on your device and you will see a notification that this has happened. Now go back to the system and you'll be able to choose
developer options from there. Then go to the Settings of the developer's processes (or the settings of the system's zgt; the parameters of the start-up service.) Here you can view what processes work, use and available RAM, and which applications are using it. Again, some of these services are essential
to keep your phone running. You should first of all be looking for demanding apps that you have downloaded personally. If this method is not To unlock the developer's settings, just do a Google search of your phone model and the developer options unlock. Stop the app, kill it or delete you can manage
these processes in a number of ways. Find the app in the developer options and stop it as you have identified an app that drains the battery or devours devours Free RAM, there are several ways to stop it dead and then consider limiting it or uninstalling it. The first one includes the developer's options for
the service method that we described above. Notice how Messenger uses RAM through three separate services. Clicking on any app and clicking Stop will stop it from running and free up RAM. Be careful if you stop any important service just through testing or by mistake, you can smash the phone. It just
needs a reboot, but it's a bit of a pain. Find the app, Force Stop/UninstallOnce you have identified your apps, it may be worth checking out all the apps you have installed and giving them once. Go to the app settings and notifications of the apps.You'll see your apps downloaded in alphabetical order, and
from here you can click on any app and decide on the power to stop or delete it. As before, Force Stop can cause an accident, but you'll be fine after the restart. Limiting problem appsIf you want to continue using an app that appears to have high demand, you can limit what it can do. Some Samsung and
Huawei phones include OS options for app management. In battery settings, Huawei offers the Launch Of Apps option, which allows you to identify specific applications, limit launches, and install energy-saving measures. Samsung also offers an energy-saving option to help manage apps. If you don't
have access to a patented built-in option, there are certainly good apps to help. A perennial favorite is Greenify, which offers subtle control over applications and places them in hibernation. If you have a rooted phone, you'll have even more control, but it works well with standard devices too. One problem
with apps like this is intentionally introducing another app to monitor your device. In our popular post titled 13 tricks and hacks to speed up Android, our very own Adam Sinicki noted that while background apps can kill the battery, the background killer app can slow you down as well: Downloading an app
from nothing takes longer and uses more battery than switching to one that's suspended. If you open an app that requires more memory, Android will automatically kill the least important ones to make room. Killer tasks can actually end up slowing your device down. What's next? Android is just around the
corner and we expect that Google will continue to upgrade android's ability to undo any apps that make your life harder. The first developer preview is already but it doesn't show any new energy saving methods. We'll probably hear more about this as soon as Google officially announces its next version of
Android.Related: Android.Related: Android.Related: android canvas background color transparent. android canvas text background color
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